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Dynamics in fine particle magnets
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Several magnetic fine particle systems have been studied with selective excitation double Mo¨ssbauer
~SEDM! spectroscopy. Static disorder, collective excitations, and superparamagnetic spin flips are all detected
and their contributions quantified. Zero-field muon spin relaxation spectroscopy has been used to confirm these
observations in one sample. A theoretical description of SEDM spectra in static and dynamic disordered
magnetic systems is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The moment of a single-domain particle is blocked w
the magnetization fixed along the particle easy axis at
temperatures. With rising temperature, collective excitatio1

develop~oscillations of the magnetization vector around t
easy axis! followed by superparamagnetic 180° moment fli
about the easy axis. The temperature where the trans
between collective excitation and superparamagnetism
curs is the blocking temperatureTB of a single-domain par-
ticle.

Any real fine particle system is inevitably composed o
collection of different-sized single-domain particles. All pa
ticle moments are blocked at the lowest temperatures; h
ever, with increasing temperature, the moments of
smaller particles will begin to experience collective exci
tions. Additionally, with a further rise in temperature, th
smaller particle moments will become superparamagne
moments of intermediate-sized particles will undergo coll
tive excitations, and the moments in the largest particles
remain blocked. The balance of particle moment behav
shifts towards superparamagnetism with increasing temp
ture until the moments of all particles undergo spin flip
This wide variety of magnetic behavior is further comp
cated by interparticle interactions2 arising from the difficulty
in controlling particle dispersal. Usually of a dipolar natu
interparticle interactions will affect the energy necessary
moment flips~the effective anisotropy energy! and change
the temperature at which a particle becomes superparam
netic. A final complication derives from the chemical
grinding procedures used to prepare most fine particle
tems. These lead to the introduction of varying degrees
static disorder which can further affectTB , anisotropy en-
ergy, and also build in a static disorder contribution that c
mimic the dynamic disorder that arises from collective m
ment fluctuations.

The principal difficulty in measuring the above magne
properties in fine particle systems resides in the differ
sensitivities of experimental techniques, which are gener
a function of the measuring time of the experimental pro
For example, magnetization measurements are dominate
the response of the larger, slower particle moments, while
majority of the signal in the ac susceptibility (xac) comes
from particle moments that are close to their blocking te
perature. Transmission Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy is one of t
0163-1829/2002/65~10!/104402~9!/$20.00 65 1044
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more useful techniques for probing the magnetic behavio
fine particle systems;2 however, quantitative compariso
with other techniques has only recently become poss
with the development of a model that properly describes
complete range of magnetic behavior in the spectra of
particle systems.3,4 Since the ability to separate the static a
dynamic magnetic signals in a fine particle system is
chief concern, another useful experimental technique is z
field muon spin relaxation~ZF-mSR! spectroscopy. The
muon is a sensitive local magnetic probe. ZF-mSR provides a
Kubo-Toyabe-type line shape in the early time channels fr
static magnetic behavior5 and an exponential decay in late
time channels from spin dynamics. The frequency range c
ered by ZF-mSR is broader than that of Mo¨ssbauer spectros
copy, but the two techniques have substantial overlap
provide complementary information so that results obtain
usingmSR can be compared directly with those from Mo¨ss-
bauer effect experiments.

Ideally, one needs an experimental probe that is both s
sitive to the full range of magnetic behavior exhibited by
fine particle system and also provides distinct signatures
static and dynamic magnetic properties that are indepen
of particle size distributions. Fortunately, the modified Mo¨ss-
bauer technique of selective excitation double Mo¨ssbauer
~SEDM! spectroscopy meets the requirements for study
magnetic fine particle systems.6–8 Additionally, when super-
paramagnetic moment reversals are observed in SEDM s
tra, amodel-independentmeasure of the flip rate is provided

In contrast to a conventional transmission Mo¨ssbauer ex-
periment where theg-ray absorption from a sample is me
sured as theg energy is swept across a range of valu
during a SEDM experiment the sample is pumped at a fix
single energy, and the reemitted radiation is analyzed.
recent innovations to the SEDM technique~e.g., a three-
order-of-magnitude improvement in effective counting tim
and a spectrometer that can run continuously without p
odic energy calibrations7,8! have removed it from its standin
as a fringe spectroscopic technique and allowed us to app
to problems of current interest.6,7 The static magnetic field
present at the57Fe nucleus in a magnetically ordered ma
rial induces hyperfine splittings in theI g5 1

2 ground state and
the I e5 3

2 excited state, and selection rules (DmI50,61)
mean that only six of the eight possible transitions are
lowed. These hyperfine splittings result in the six-line sp
trum that is observed in transmission Mo¨ssbauer spectra
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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where each line corresponds to an energy transition of
magnetic hyperfine field. As pumping a specific energy tr
sition in a magnetic sample is fundamental to SEDM,
sample must show distinct hyperfine splittings~i.e., a multi-
line spectrum!. By pumping a specific energy transitio
SEDM essentially breaks the left-right symmetry of a tra
mission Mössbauer spectrum, so that the time-depend
moment behavior that is masked by this left-right symme
can be exposed. For example, the selection rules allow
a single transition from theme52 3

2 state, so in a materia
with a unique static magnetic field, e.g.,a-Fe, the radiation
reemitted when the excited nucleus decays to the gro
state is at the same energy as the pump energy. A sin
sharp line is observed in the SEDM spectrum for this ca
However, if~for example! there is a 180° moment flip durin
the lifetime of the excited nucleus, the field will reverse, t
projection of I e onto that field will change sign, and th
populated state becomesme51 3

2 . Two lines are observed in
the SEDM spectrum for this case, one at the pump ene
and another at the energy that is opposite to the pu
energy.7 The relative intensity of the two lines is a direc
model-independent, measure of the flip rate.

We have examined two ferrofluids with median partic
diameters of 4.5 nm and 6.0 nm using SEDM spectrosc
and compared the observed magnetic behavior with res
from our conventional transmission Mo¨ssbauer spectroscop
and xac study of the ferrofluids4 and a ZF-mSR study of a
polysaccharide iron complex.9 Static moments, collective
magnetic excitations, and superparamagnetic spin flips h
each provided distinct spectral features. SEDM meas
ments ofTB and spin-flip relaxation rates are in agreeme
with those determined from transmission Mo¨ssbauer results

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

SEDM spectroscopy uses two Mo¨ssbauer resonant sca
tering events to measure the differential cross section
resonant nuclei in the sample. The first resonant event pu
a selected nuclear transition in the hyperfine nuclear struc
and populates a specific excited state. The second reso
event occurs during the deexcitation of the nucleus bac
the ground state.

The SEDM apparatus requires two Doppler modulato
shown schematically in Fig. 1. One is used to drive the sin
line, 1 GBq 57CoRh Mössbauer source at a constant veloc
~CVD!, populating the desired nuclear sublevel in t
sample. The other velocity transducer runs in constant ac
eration~CAD! mode and carries a single-line resonant co
version electron detector~CED! used to energy-analyze th
scattered radiation from the sample. A complete descrip
of our SEDM apparatus and its operation can be found
Ref. 8.

Since magnetic fine particle systems exhibit a rich vari
of magnetic phenomena, it is necessary to establish the
vidual signatures of static magnetic fields, static magn
disorder, and dynamic disorder before attempting to desc
the temperature-dependent magnetic behavior of sin
domain particles. The effects of a unique magnetic envir
ment are most easily studied usinga-Fe, a material with a
10440
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bcc lattice where Mo¨ssbauer nuclei are exposed to a sing
33 T hyperfine field. Selection rules allow only a single tra
sition from theme52 3

2 state, so ina-Fe with a unique static
magnetic field, the radiation reemitted when the exci
nucleus decays to the ground state is at the same energ
the pump energy. A single, sharp line is observed in
SEDM spectrum, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 2. T
instrument-limited linewidth is set by the properties of t
nuclear transition, with a small contribution from instrume
tal effects. The line position in the SEDM spectrum is
perfect agreement with the position of line No. 1 in thea-Fe
transmission spectrum.

A sample ofa-Fe80B20 was used as an example of sta
disorder. The SEDM spectrum obtained while driving lin
No. 1 ~middle panel in Fig. 2! again shows a single line
centered on the energy set by the constant velocity drive
in perfect agreement with the position of line No. 1 in th
transmission spectrum of the same sample.6 A single line is
also required by the selection rules. Closer examination
the data reveals that the observed SEDM line is significa
broader than the instrument-limited one obtained froma-Fe.
The effects of static disorder on the SEDM spectrum are t
clear: The selection rules for a static magnetic hyperfine fi
are followed; however, there is a contribution to the appar
linewidth from the range ofstatic magnetic environments
present in the sample. If the effects of the hyperfine fi
distribution are properly included~see below!, then the in-
strumental linewidth is recovered.

Finally, a SEDM spectrum of the 6.0 nm ferrofluid at 8
K shows the effects of time-dependent magnetism. Su
paramagnetism involves a 180° moment flip during the li
time of the excited nucleus, and the field reverses direct
with the projection ofI e onto that field changing sign, so th
populated state becomesme51 3

2 . Two lines are now ob-
served in the SEDM spectrum~Fig. 2, bottom panel!, one at
the pump energy~;28 mm/s! and a second at the energ

FIG. 1. Schematic block diagram of the SEDM apparatus.
2-2
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DYNAMICS IN FINE PARTICLE MAGNETS PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 104402
that is opposite to the pump energy~;18 mm/s!.
With the SEDM spectral signatures of static and dynam

disorder characterized, we have investigated the spin dyn
ics in two ferrofluids with average particle sizes of 4.5 n
and 6.0 nm. These commercial materials were prepared
mechanical grinding of bulk magnetite (Fe3O4) under oil in
the presence of a surfactant.10 TB55065 K for the 6.0 nm
ferrofluid andTB53065 K for the 4.5 nm ferrofluid were
determined using a multiple-level relaxation transmiss
Mössbauer spectroscopy formalism combined with an ex
analytic expression for the relaxation time of a sing
domain magnetic particle11 and a log-normal particle siz
distribution.4 TheseTB’s were confirmed from the frequenc
dependence ofxac data, assuming a 1028 s measuring time
for the Mössbauer measurements.4 Energy calibration was
done with a room-temperaturea-Fe foil. The leftmost line in
the spectrum was pumped as it has the largest absorp
cross section, thus maximizing the signal and reducing

FIG. 2. SEDM spectra when line No. 1 is pumped ina-Fe at
room temperature~top!, a-Fe80B20 at room temperature~middle!,
and the 6.0 nm ferrofluid at 80 K~bottom!. Solid lines are fits to
lineshapes described in the text. Driven lines indicated by the↑.
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lection times. Sample temperatures of 20–200 K were
tained with a closed-cycle refrigeration system. Typic
counting times were 20 days.

III. LINE SHAPE CALCULATIONS

Line shape models for the different physical situatio
are necessary to extract quantitative information from
SEDM spectra. SEDM is essentially a modified scatter
Mössbauer experiment, and the description of a scatte
Mössbauer experiment is much more involved than fo
transmission Mo¨ssbauer experiment. It is necessary to est
lish a formalism to describe the resonant scattering that
curs during a SEDM experiment where only a single tran
tion is driven and two resonant Mo¨ssbauer events occu
during the measurement. A complete description of
SEDM process in a sample with a single, staticBh f ~Ref. 12!
has been developed. This model calculates the energy d
butions of scattered radiation from sample and energy a
lyzer, and integrates these energy distributions to desc
the effects of sample and detector thicknesses@a single-line
Na4Fe(CN)6•10H2O absorber attached to the CAD with
standard proportional counter behind it12,13 was used in their
SEDM apparatus# and thus determines the SEDM patter
This approach was necessary in order to include sam
thickness effects. The SEDM experiments reported here w
carried out on very thin metal alloys~melt spun ribbons;20
mm thick! and two ferrofluids with low iron contents.10 No
thickness effects were observed in transmission Mo¨ssbauer
or SEDM spectra. A simpler description assuming Loren
ian line shapes for the SEDM spectra of thin samples w
therefore devised. However, since we performed SEDM
periments on samples with static disorder, it was necessa
extend the SEDM line shape model to include the effects
a static distribution of hyperfine fields.

To describe a SEDM line shape, two energies need
accounted for. One is the CVD transducer velocity that
fines the energy of the populated sublevel in the sample.
other is the velocity of the CAD during its energy analysis
scattered radiation from the sample. In analyzing a SED
experiment it is important to know the energy distribution
the source radiation, the energy distribution of the scatte
radiation from the sample, and the energy resolution of
detector. These items are characterized by the linewidth
these processes.

When a material with a single, static hyperfine field
examined using SEDM, the line shape is described by
expression
I ~E,S!5
~GD/2!2

E22~GD/2!2 S (
i 51

6
Wi ,i~a!~G/2!2

~E2Ei !
21~G/2!2

~Gb/2!2

~E2S!21~Gb/2!2
1(

i 52

3
Wi ,i 12~a!~G/2!2

~E2Ei 122G!22~G/2!2

3
~Gb/2!2

~E2S2G!21~Gb/2!2
1(

i 52

3
Wi 12,i~a!~G/2!2

~E2Ei 121G!22~G/2!2

~Gb/2!2

~E2S1G!21~Gb/2!2D , ~1!
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whereS is the CVD velocity,E the CAD velocity, andEi the
energy of each spectral line~see Fig. 3!. Gb represents the
linewidth of the source,G the linewidth of the excited stat
in the sample, andGD the instrumental linewidth of the CED
~or, more generally, the energy analyzer!, and G5E42E2
5E52E3. HereW(a) represents the angular distribution
resonantly scattered radiation, wherea590° is the scattering
angle~Fig. 4!. For a powder sample we have12

W1,15W6,65S 3

8p D 2 1

4 S 2612 cos2~a!

15 D ,

W2,25W5,55S 3

8p D 2 4

9 S 612 cos2~a!

15 D ,

W3,35W4,45
1

9
W1,1,

W2,45W4,25W3,55W5,35S 3

8p D 21

9 S 1422 cos2~a!

15 D ,

~2!

which is appropriate when describing the SEDM spectra
the ferrofluids, as the moments are frozen in a random
entation in the carrier liquid at temperatures below;200 K
(R2552, i.e., the transmission spectra line intensities foll
a 3:R2552:1:1:R2552:3 ratio for line Nos. 1–6!. For the
a-Fe foil and melt-spun ribbon samples, a bulk magneti
tion direction results in transmission Mo¨ssbauer spectra
with a R25Þ2. It is not possible to calculate theW’s for this
more complex situation. DeterminingW becomes a difficult
structure problem where at least three transmission M¨ss-
bauer spectra need to be collected with the incidentg rays
at different orientations with respect to sample.14 For these

FIG. 3. Energy level transitions and the corresponding spe
line number associated with them.
10440
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experiments, the SEDM sample was always moun
with the ribbons horizontal with respect to the incidentg
rays or, for thea-Fe foil, its roll direction horizontal with
respect to the incidentg rays. Using the 3:R25:1:1:R25:3
ratios from transmission Mo¨ssbauer spectra fits to deno
W1,1:W2,2:W3,3:W4,4:W5,5:W6,6 correctly described the
SEDM spectra.

Examining the top panel of Fig. 2, we find that Eq.~1!
correctly predicts the SEDM line shape for a single, sta
magnetic environment, withE1525.3123 mm/s measure
from a transmission Mo¨ssbauer spectrum and the detec
linewidth independently characterized.8 The only fitted pa-
rameters were the observed linewidthGs which includes all
of the instrumental resolution (Gs5G1Gb1GD50.165
60.001 mm/s), along with the base line and an intens
scale factor.

When describing a SEDM spectrum of a sample w
static disorder, additional information is required. The dis
bution of hyperfine fields,P(Bh f), determined from a trans
mission Mössbauer spectrum allows the energy of a selec
sublevel to be calculated for each hyperfine field inP(Bh f).
The source linewidthGb and pump energy determine th
particular region of the hyperfine field distribution that
accessed. The final line shape reflects a convolution of
source linewidth withP(Bh f). The continuum ofBh f’s in the
sample is approximated by a discrete series of values
was obtained from a fit of the transmission Mo¨ssbauer spec
trum. One SEDM subspectrum is calculated for eachBh f ,
and the final line shape is constructed from a weighted s
of these subspectra. This correctly describes the SEDM s
trum of a material with static disorder. The line shape
given by

ra

FIG. 4. Sample orientation relative to the incident and scatte
radiation directions in a SEDM experiment.
I ~E,S!5 (
Bh f50

Bh f
max

P~Bh f!
~GD/2!2

E22~GD/2!2 S (i 51

6
Wi ,i~a!~G/2!2

~E2Ei !
21~G/2!2

~Gb/2!2

~E2S!21~Gb/2!2
1(

i 52

3
Wi ,i 12~a!~G/2!2

~E2Ei 122G!22~G/2!2

3
~Gb/2!2

~E2S2G!21~Gb/2!2
1(

i 52

3
Wi 12,i~a!~G/2!2

~E2Ei 121G!22~G/2!2

~Gb/2!2

~E2S1G!21~Gb/2!2D . ~3!
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DYNAMICS IN FINE PARTICLE MAGNETS PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 104402
The transmission spectrum ofa-Fe80B20 exhibits the
usual broadened six-line pattern of a metallic glass wit
broad hyperfine field distribution,P(Bh f). SEDM data ob-
tained driving line No. 1~middle panel in Fig. 2! shows a
single broad line which may be fitted assuming the sa
P(Bh f) determined from the transmission spectrum.Gb and
P(Bh f) correctly predict the SEDM line shapes with a fitte
linewidth of Gs50.16560.002 mm/s. This value include
all of the instrumental parameters: the CED energy res
tion and the transition linewidths of the source and sam
The SEDM fit indicates that only part of the hyperfine fie
distribution is being probed by the SEDM experiment as
apparent width of the SEDM line is 0.2460.01 mm/s~ob-
tained by simply fitting the SEDM spectrum with a sing
Lorentzian line!, much narrower than the 0.7160.02 mm/s
obtained using the same procedure on a transmission s
trum. This is direct evidence that static disorder can be
tected using SEDM spectroscopy and that a small subse
that disorder can be probed.

The presence of magnetic relaxation complicates the
shape further. To describe SEDM spectra of a system w
magnetic relaxation, we limit ourselves to an approach wh
is valid only for excitation on resonance. The more gene
case of a scattering lineshape with time-dependent fields
not yet been solved.

To facilitate comparison of relaxation rates obtained w
the models for magnetic relaxation which we have applied
transmission spectra,6,3,4 we start with the line shape
function15

I ~E,Ei !52Re~WMI 211W !, ~4!

with

W5S P1

P2
D ,

M5S 2ı~E1Ei !1R1G/2 2R

2R 2ı~E2Ei !1R1G/2D , ~5!

where R5n is the relaxation rate between states,E is the
energy of the scattered radiation,Ei is the pump energy, and
G is the linewidth of the sample.I (E) describes the scattere
radiation from the sample. Unlike the transmission situati
in a SEDM experiment, the initial and final populations
the two excited states during the time-dependent proc
must be averaged over the lifetime of the Mo¨ssbauer
nucleus. Since we are using a Markovian argument to
scribe the relaxation process, if one state is initially pop
lated and we consider either state to be equally likely
equilibrium, we have an initial estimate of the populatio
for the two levels~i.e., corresponding to 0° and 180° mome
orientations! given by16

P15
1

2
@11exp~22Rt!#,

P25
1

2
@12exp~22Rt!#. ~6!
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We see that, with time, asP1 decreases,P2 increases, until
each are1

2. Averaging over the nuclear lifetime,12,16 we have

P15
R1G/2

2R1G/2
,

P25
R

2R1G/2
, ~7!

which defines ourW in Eq. ~5!. Radiation emitted by nucle
returning to the ground state from each of these two exc
states leads to two lines in the SEDM spectrum: the dr
line at the pump energy and an echo line in the line No
position.

The result of the line shape for relaxation between t
sublevels is

I ~E,S!5
~GD/2!2

E22~GD/2!2 S (i 51

6

I ~E,Ei !
Wi ,i~a!~Gb/2!2

~E2S!21~Gb/2!2

1(
i 52

3

I ~E,Ei !
Wi ,i 12~a!~Gb/2!2

~E2S2G!21~Gb/2!2

1(
i 52

3

I ~E,Ei !
Wi 12,i~a!~Gb/2!2

~E2S1G!21~Gb/2!2D . ~8!

In Fig. 5 we show the calculated SEDM line shapes
different values of the relaxation raten. In general, the rela-
tive areas of the two peaks depend on the ratio of the re
ation rate to the nuclear lifetime~n/G! and the observed line
will be broadened according to the ratio of the relaxation r
to the energy splitting (n/Ei), just as in conventional trans
mission spectra. An additional symmetry breaking signat
of magnetic relaxation is evident in the calculated SED
spectra: With increasingn the apparent linewidth of the ech
line becomes broader than the drive line~see Fig. 5!.

The predicted line shape shown in Fig. 5 is in excelle
agreement with the measured SEDM spectrum of a magn
system experiencing spin flips~bottom panel in Fig. 2!. With

FIG. 5. Line shapes for different values of relaxation raten and
fixed G.
2-5
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E1 measured from the 80 K transmission Mo¨ssbauer spec
trum of the ferrofluid, fitted parameters areG, the spin-flip
relaxation rate~n!, and base line and an intensity scale fact
A complete description of the SEDM spectrum in the pr
ence of relaxation accounts for both the relative line inten
ties and observed widths using only the relaxation raten.
With the dynamics properly accounted for, the fitted value
G should equalGs , the instrumental width determined from
static samples.

IV. BELOW THE BLOCKING TEMPERATURE:
COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS

At the lowest temperatures, the magnetic moments
single-domain particles are fixed along their easy axes.
time-dependent magnetism is present and any magnetic
order is static in nature, arising from the distribution of p
ticle sizes and defects introduced by the chemical or grind
process used in preparation of the fine particle system.

When the leftmost line~line No. 1, mg52 1
2 →me52 3

2

transition! is driven, the me52 3
2 sublevel is selectively

populated. In a static magnetic environment, the radiatio
reemitted when the excited Mo¨ssbauer nucleus decays, to t
mg52 1

2 ground state. This has been confirmed witha-Fe,8

a-Fe80B20,6,8 and Fe65Ni35.6 The low-temperature transmis
sion Mössbauer spectra of the ferrofluids~e.g., 12 K and 20
K in Fig. 6! could be fitted with the multilevel model an
were consistent with static disorder. The 20 K SEDM spec
of the ferrofluids~Figs. 7 and 8! are in agreement with this
analysis of the low-temperature transmission Mo¨ssbauer
spectra. A single line in the SEDM spectra, at the pu
energy, with an apparent linewidth that is greater than t
for a-Fe ~upper panels of Figs. 9 and 10! is the demonstrated
signature of static disorder~apparent linewidths of the ferro
fluid spectra are comparable to that observed fora-Fe80B20).
The additional linewidth is fully accounted for using the h

FIG. 6. Transmission spectra of the 6.0 nm ferrofluid.
10440
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perfine field distributionP(Bh f) derived from transmission
Mössbauer spectra. Using Eq.~3!, with P(Bh f) for the 20 K
and 25 K spectra of both the 4.5 nm and 6.0 nm ferroflui
fitted linewidths indicated by the, in Fig. 9 ~4.0 nm ferro-
fluid! and Fig. 10~6.5 nm ferrofluid! are consistent with the
instrumental linewidthGs . These results clearly indicate tha
only static disorder is present at 20 and 25 K.

With an increase in temperature, moments of sing
domain particles may begin to fluctuate around their e
axes. This time-dependent magnetic behavior, called col
tive excitations,1 is assumed to happen faster then the L
mor precession of Mo¨ssbauer atoms. This has been co
firmed with ZF-mSR experiments on a magnetic fine partic
system,9 described below, where collective excitations a
observed to have a fluctuation frequency of;40 MHz. This

FIG. 7. SEDM spectra of a 4.5 nm ferrofluid. At each tempe
ture, the pump energy was centered on the line at the left.
appearance of the peak at positive velocities indicates the ons
superparamagnetic moment reversals.

FIG. 8. SEDM spectra of a 6.0 nm ferrofluid. At each tempe
ture, the pump energy was centered on the line at the left.
appearance of the peak at positive velocities indicates the ons
superparamagnetic moment reversals.
2-6
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is faster than the;10 MHz Larmor precession frequency o
Mössbauer atoms, however, not fast enough for Mo¨ssbauer-
spectra to show motional narrowing effects~i.e., a six-line
transmission Mo¨ssbauer spectrum is clearly observed!. The

FIG. 9. Relaxation rates~lower panel! show the onset of super
paramagnetic spin flips aboveTB52562 K for the 4.5 nm ferro-
fluid. The upper panel shows fitted linewidths derived from th
different models. At the lowest temperatures, a model@Eq. ~3!#
incorporating only static disorder~,! shows the onset of collective
excitations at 30 K. A single-frequency model@h, Eq. ~8!# shows
the onset of superparamagnetic spin flips aboveTB , but also yields
an increasing fitted linewidth. The more complete model~n!, which
includes a distribution of relaxation rates, gives a proper descrip
of the spectra without an increasing fitted linewidth~see text!. The
dashed line shows the instrumental linewidthGs .

FIG. 10. Relaxation rates~lower panel! show the onset of su
perparamagnetic spin flips aboveTB55463 K for the 6.0 nm fer-
rofluid. The upper panel shows fitted linewidths derived from th
different models~see caption of Fig. 9 for details!. The dashed line
shows the instrumental linewidthGs .
10440
combined effect of disorder due to the distribution of partic
sizes and collective excitations results in a subtle but c
effect on Mössbauer spectra.

Collective magnetic excitations, which according to t
multilevel transmission Mo¨ssbauer spectra model occur
temperatures belowTB , lead to an increase in the appare
width of line No. 1 in the SEDM spectra of the ferrofluid
~Figs. 7 and 8!. This increase is beyond that which can
accounted for using the observed static disorder in the tra
mission spectra. This broadening happens above 25 K for
4.5 nm ferrofluid and above 30 K in the 6.0 nm ferroflu
~Figs. 9 and 10!. If the line broadening of the spectrum a
each temperature~where only line No. 1 is present! is as-
sumed to be due simply to static disorder@i.e., using Eq.~3!#,
fitted linewidths ofG50.2060.01 mm/s for the 4.5 nm fer
rofluid ~, in Fig. 9 at 30 K! andG50.21560.005 mm/s for
the 6.0 nm ferrofluid~, in Fig. 10 at 50 K! are obtained.
These are in striking conflict with theGs50.165
60.002 mm/s of the a-Fe80B20 alloy and Gs50.167
60.005 mm/s for the Fe65Ni35 alloy6 that were completely
characterized by a distribution of static hyperfine fields. T
fitted G’s of the ferrofluids, obtained assuming only sta
disorder, are too large to simply reflect the effects of t
lifetime of the Mössbauer nucleus excited state and inst
mental broadening. This clear increase in apparent linew
caused by collective excitations serves to underline the
quisite sensitivity of SEDM to dynamic effects.

Additional information on collective excitations in mag
netic fine particle systems comes from ZF-mSR spectra of a
polysaccharide iron complex~PIC!.9 As the PIC is a syn-
thetic complex of akagane´ite with a carbohydrate shell, it is
plausible to expect one contribution to themSR line shape
from the carbohydrate shell and an other contribution fr
the akagane´ite core. The ZF-mSR was therefore fitted as th
sum of two components.9 Approximately half of the muons
stop in the shell and give a slow, exponential decay (l2
;0.6 MHz in Fig. 11!, while the remainder come to rest i
the core where they experience a significant static field
their signal could be fitted using a conventional Kub
Toyabe form5

Gz~D!5
1

3
1

2

3
@12~Dt !2#expS 2

~Dt !2

2 D ,

whereD/gm is the average field at the muon site andgm is
the gyromagnetic ration of the muon. If the muons in t
core are also affected by magnetic fluctuations, then the o
third tail of the Kubo-Toyabe function will also exhibit a
exponential decay (l1;40 MHz in Fig. 11!.

As the blocking temperature of the PIC isTB510
62.5 K,9 spin dynamics in the iron core of the PIC at tem
peratures below 10 K consist of particle moments under
ing collective excitations. These collective excitations res
in l1;40 MHz. As the muon is sensitive to a wider range
measuring frequencies, collective excitations, which
largely washed out by the;10 MHz measuring frequency o
the Mössbauer effect, exhibit dynamic behavior withmSR.
This is consistent with Mørup’s collective excitation mod
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which assumes that the moment fluctuations are faster
the Mössbauer effect measuring frequency.1

Although l1, due to collective excitations in the core
was found to be largely temperature independent belowTB

;10 K, not all of the one-third tail was lost at low temper
tures. This behavior led to a zero offset in themSR data. The
static contribution from the cores was therefore further
solved into two components with the same value forD: one
exhibiting an exponential decay characterized byl1 and the
second completely static with no further decay. The fract
of muons that came to rest in purely static environment
shown as a function of temperature in the lower panel of F
11. The static core fraction starts out near 100% at 2 K,
even the collective excitations are mostly frozen out. W
increasing temperature more of the cores start experien
collective excitations and the static fraction falls. It is inte
esting to note that even as the fraction of cores exhibit
collective excitations is increasing, the average fluctuat
rate (l1) is essentially unchanged. Furthermore, at 20 K
twice the blocking temperature, 30% of the cores are s
completely static. This behavior results from the broad p
ticle size distribution present in the PIC sample but a
serves to underline the need for a complete description
magnetic fine particle system where fully static momen
collective excitations, and particles undergoing superpa
magnetic spin flips may all be present in significant conc
trations.

FIG. 11. Top: temperature dependence of the fitted ZF-mSR dy-
namic~l! relaxation rates in PIC. The increase inl1 indicates when
moments begin to unblock atTB . Notice the agreement of relax
ation rates from themSR ~h! and transmission Mo¨ssbauer fits~n!.
l2 denotes the slow muon fluctuations in the PIC’s carbohyd
shell. The solid line is a guide to the eye. Bottom: fraction of sta
blocked moments in the PIC fitted from the zero offset of the Z
mSR spectra.
10440
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V. ABOVE THE BLOCKING TEMPERATURE:
SUPERPARAMAGNETISM

With a further increase in temperature, above the block
temperature of single-domain particles, moments begin
undergo 180° flips. Superparamagnetic spin flips in a m
netic fine particle system have the most dramatic effect
the SEDM spectra: For the 4.5 nm ferrofluid~Fig. 7! a new
line is clearly present at 30 K, and for the 6.0 nm ferroflu
~Fig. 8! at 70 K a new line is distinct in the SEDM spectrum
These lines at;18 mm/s are due to theme51 3

2 →mg

51 1
2 ~line No. 6! transition and are present even though

have explicitly populated only theme52 3
2 excited state.

This is possible because when a spin flip occurs in a part
in which we have pumped a nucleus into theme52 3

2 ex-
cited state, the field within that particle reverses, the proj
tion of I e onto that field changes sign, and the populated s
becomesme51 3

2 . This state then decays to give the line
;18 mm/s. The observation of a relatively sharp line
;18 mm/s indicates that the moment reversal is effectiv
instantaneous on a time scale of the SEDM measurem
The intensity ratio of the lines at;28 mm/s and;18 mm/s
is related to the probability that a spin flip occurs during t
lifetime of the excited state and thus is a direct indication
the rate at which spin flips are occurring. We must emphas
that no amount ofstatic disorder can lead to the appearan
of line No. 6 in the spectra. It canonly be caused by mag
netization reversals.

Superparamagnetic spin flips occur with increasing f
quency aboveTB . Blocking temperatures ofTB52562 K
for the 4.5 nm ferrofluid andTB55463 K for the 6.0 nm
ferrofluid are determined from linear fits to the temperatu
dependence of the SEDM relaxation rates determined f
the SEDM spectra at each temperature fitted with Eq.~8!.
These TB’s are in excellent agreement with transmissi
Mössbauer (TB53065 for the 4.5 nm ferrofluid,TB550
65 for the 6.0 nm ferrofluid! and frequency-dependentxac
measurements ofTB .4

It is clear that the linewidths returned by the singl
frequency relaxation function@Eq. ~8!# are significantly
broader thanGs ~seeh in Figs. 9 and 10!. This is because the
effects of the static disorder are not explicitly included in t
model and are simply accounted for by allowing the fitt
linewidth to increase. It is interesting to note that in bo
ferrofluid samples, the onset of collective excitations
clearly visible as in increase in fitted linewidth. NearTB ,
where the superparamagnetic spin flips are relatively in
quent, the single-frequency model@Eq. ~8!# correctly de-
scribes the SEDM spectra; however, as we move furt
aboveTB , and the flip frequency exceeds;4 MHz, the fitted
linewidth starts to increase. The continued increase in
fitted linewidth describing the two SEDM lines as the rela
ation rate increases indicates that our model is too simpl
correct description of the superparamagnetic proces
should involve nofitted linewidth variations.

A range of relaxation rates~one for each particle size! was
used in the multilevel relaxation model developed to fit t
transmission Mo¨ssbauer spectra4 of ferrofluids. Since the
transmission experiments are sensitive to moment flips
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are about or above the Larmor frequency and SEDM is s
sitive to moment flips that are about or below the Larm
frequency, relaxation rates from the transmission Mo¨ssbauer
spectra multilevel model within the time scale of the SED
measurement can be used to fit the SEDM spectra. With
range of relaxation rates derived from the transmiss
Mössbauer multilevel fits and Eq.~8!, a SEDM ferrofluid
model was used to fit the spectra aboveTB that could not be
fitted assuming a single relaxation rate. These fits are sh
~n! in Figs. 9 and 10 and a more consistent linewidth resu
At these higher temperatures, well aboveTB , the SEDM
spectra are sensitive to a range of different-sized par
moments undergoing spin flips.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Superparamagnetic spin flips have been explicitly
tected and model-independent relaxation rates have bee
E
n

-

10440
n-
r
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n

n
s.

le

-
de-

termined using SEDM spectroscopy on 4.5 nm and 6.0
ferrofluids. The fits to the SEDM ferrofluid spectra provid
model-independentmeasurements of relaxation rates
single-domain particles, and the model-independent m
surement of collective excitation has been made. Agreem
between SEDM relaxation rates and transmission Mo¨ssbauer
spectra multilevel fits further support our model.4 This obser-
vation of collective excitations is consistent with ZF-mSR
results on PIC.
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